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A study of low frequency rotational 
switching of the magnetization in cubic lattice 
magnetic materials, leading to the M-H curves of 
1 
individual crystallites, is presented as an 
approach to describing the over-all hystersis 
loop of the polycrystalline core in terms of 
basic physical parameters of _the crystallites. 
Magnetocrystalline and stress induced anisotropy 
' 
energies are averaged under the assumption of a 
... ~ ... :.,.'J 
positive intergranular interaction. The 
individual M-H curves are derived in terms of 
crystallite orientation, mechanical stresses and ! 
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' ·.k.. The ferrite magn~tic core ia in wiq.espread ' 
. -+ .. 
. ' 
--':'·-~:'"'~"-·"t· ·use -8.S a fflemory element.\ The polycrystalline toroidal 
. " 
I • i . . . 
. 
core· stores binary iµformation by the direction of its 
.I 
- net circumferen~ia1 _ pe:rhian.ent ____ ma.gnetism. ---------- -----------·... ........ . . ____ .. :::....... ... 
. . 
.. .. . . . \ 
An exact-----------------····-------... --.. ,-,-:- -----. -- ---
L 
quantitative un~erstanding of the physical I mechanism 
in the ferrite core is presently lacking. This work 
,,. 
----------------·---:r.:_ ______ .---·----------is a derivation of t·he static M-H curves of si-ngl·e -- ------. -·- --- --~-- ·---·- ·----·------- --- --------- -- - -
.._r • 






domain ferrites from basic physical parameters. 
---·. --------~----Permanent magnetism in a ferrite crystal is 
-· ------ ..... ---- . -··· ----------~--. . a result of exchange interaction of elec,tr,ons in 
neighboring. orbits. · Below the Curie_ temperature, 
each crystallite exists in a st~te of spontaneous 
... 
magnetization, M. s. 
. The internal energy of that 
magnetization depends in part on the direction of 
• M8 relative to the crystal axes, and is called the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, Ea. For 





. " __ ~- Ea is often/ex~es.sed1 to a firflt approximation by~_ __ ----,.....-.,~--'-:----~-
l 1 ) 
-- / ! ( ,. . 
... 
where K1 is an anisotr?py energy constant of the 
_ material, and the direction cosines ((X'1 , ()( 2 , <X3 ) 
),rn 
are the cosines of the angles M foxms with each o! s 
. I 
the crystal cube edge directions. Hence 
• • 


























Wer~. Ea the only energy present dependent on the 




. ' direction of magnetization, M8 would lie in an tteasy" 
r,:-
- ··;y/.----·------~------~---: --·'-. ----d·ire ct ion, where E would be ·minimum. V/hen, as for 
.r. • . a 
the ferrit~s of inter~st, K1 is negative, E8 is 
• : minimum when 
' . 
. . -- ... -- ··-· .. -----~-- .. -----------.-----~ ·--- . -·-. 
t 
\ 
. . - :,{ 
. - --- -- --- - -- - ------~------- ,· ... _ - .. - -. - ---- .. ---
··----· .......... -.,- - --- ····· . ----· . ___ ........ . ... ..,_ ... -·- - .... . 
,-----·--·-.. ···--·-.. -· _________ .. _. _________ .. ___ .. -.... -"'"" e -· 





directions of the cubic lattice. 
' 
The crystallites under consideration here~~re 
all sufficiently small to. be single domain particles. 
~ . That_ is, M6 can change direction only by rotation, 
and is uniform and parallel everywhere inside each 
particle. 
Energy to rotate the magnetizations of the 
·crystallites 9f a memory 
core is commonly supplied. 
by an applied field, Ha, 
induced in the-/core by 
\ 
an electric current, I, 
in~,wire, ( or wires),. 
passing through the center 
of the core. The en~rgy 
_Jer ~it volume applied to 
-~ a crystallite ~y Ha 
. Ill.,. J 
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-- - ~--~ -·-- --------- -·---·· 
.... ...... 
where Pis the angle between Ms· anlli Ha. The component 
. ~ . 
·of M8 in the direction of Ha is .. 
, I 
i ~ ~ ;j M = Ms cos P • . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ~-_ -1. _ .. .. -,- .---- __ _ _ -~ : . _.'_ _ __ __ _ _ .. _ . 
---· ' ..... ··-·· . . 
' 










.,. Energy EH iS minimum when P = O. F~ sufficierrtly 
_...~ ... large Ha' M8 is aligned with Hajn every crystallit~. 
Then the average magnetization in the direction of 
~ 
Ha in the polyc~1stalline 
. ' ...... 
~---\ 
·core is M8 , and ~he core 
is said to be II sa.turated11 •. 
• When Ha is removed ·rrom 
a saturated core ·and the 
various magneti~ ~oments 
rotate to near~y energy 
minima, the average 
• 
magnetization of the core 





:called the remanent magnetization, or remanence • 
For a crys~allite in a core with slowly 
..... " varying Ha, M8 can usually be considered in 
I-
• 
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-~------. 
,,.. 
equilibrium. But the direction of M
5 
is not, in '\, 
general, what.~it would-----oe were that c.rystallite 
" is~lated in space w1th the same field Ha. There 
is an interaction between thetmagnetic moments of •,• ~1 
~ 
the crystallites! While the exact effects of inter-
granular interaction.are quite complicated, the overall 
influence of interaction can be described a~ being 
either positive or 
• ,· .... , - ,_:~_{:::.: ... .'.,~.,.;..;.. ... ,..;,, .. ~ ..... ;~~ .. ~~! 
., ... 
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interaction tends to 
align magnet~c moments 
parallel to each 
other_, while negative 
interaction between 







able that the inter-
.. 
actions in the cores under consideration are pre-
dominatly positive. Such is the effect of magnetostatic 
' 
interactions, since the magnetostatic energy in the 
fields ~f the magnetic surface.poles on the dis-
continuities at particle boundaries is never lower 
than it is when the magnetizations of the particles 
. ~: •· 
. 
,t . 
.  :, 
' I 
• 
. -------,-·--~·-·--- . ~~'77~:-.:--_•.-', -:·.·- . ,--~--.,- ..... ,-.~-··--···--" 
















. . . 
~re all. parallel. Also,positive interaction is in 
evidence since actu~l cores can have hysteresis 
6 
kl 









- --··----- ·-:...-.~~-~'--------~:~~--·~--------:·:·-=--:-i---:.._ ____ _.---------··--
- ... --· 
---· .. --- .. - -
-- - ~.i - -- - . .. .. -· .. -- .. -
loops t~at are mor~ rectangular than can be ex-
plained for randomly oriented crystalli tea with-
• 
out interaction. When the average magnetiza~:ion 
of a core is switched from -M8 to +M8 , the individual 
I 
magn~t:-izations rnu_st become less,·. ordered before they 
•• 
··oe _ ............. ~-~--c-,,,.~------- .. ----···· .are' .. reordered. in tlie o·pposite direction. ,_Positive ---·-·-··---s.· ,h-·--~. -_0;· ~--~--_ ..... 
.. 
- ------------·--- ------~ ----
•• 
~···'-' -- •' a • 
., 
• 
:1.:,· ..• ,. 
interaction wou~d oppose switching during. t~e initi~l 
disordering~ Then, ·fwhen switching had eone far enough , 
J to begin ordering again, positive int~raction would· 
aid it. Thus po~itive interaction tends .to square-up 




Were the positive interactions within a 
I 
~opulation of crystallites ot sufficient strength to 
• J hold all of the magnetization~ ex~ctly parallel at ~11 
.. 
.... 
times, they would rotate in unison when switched. 
.. The energy required to rotate them would be the sum 
:of the energies ~equired by each. E~ch-individual 
magnetizatiQ~ would switch as if it.were following 
the ·average energy contour of.all the magrtetizations. 
· . · f : ·Averag.e energy-· contouref also can be taken to 
approx;~mate closely actual e~erey contours ·when the 
. ... t 
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'\'•. • ', · . ., ,',,1 I',•' 
·----· .. · ..-·.· .. -·. 
i, 
.. 
interaction is not quite strong eno~gh to bring about , 
parallel alignment of all the magnetizations. The 
~~. > ' 
figure below represents M8 relative to Ha in a particle. 
The directi.on cosin8s l t1 ~ X2 , X3) · of H; depend upon. . . . 
the orientation of that particle. All particles 
with the same ~'sand same angle I= 10 can be . 
considered as a group of particles within the total 
'. -.• J 
7 
population • Whi-le th~ p·robability ·of ·any particle •... ... . . . . ,., ... ~-···. --···--~- ... :· .. - ·-··-· ,_ •-,c' • .; • •• ' .~. --- - • • . • • - ..•• 
• 
having exactly those 
1 
. . J~')_ t' s and exactly that " 
" 
,,_ ...... 




Pis zero, the group 
can consist of all the 
particles for which 




For all particles of-
• • the group; the Ha 







r directed _component 
c rystaJ axis 
, 
of i: will be M0 = Mscosi0 • The directions of the 
-- . - L • 
transverse components of Ms, as measured relative 
to the crystal aJ!:es by the angle e, are as randomly 
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l -, • 1 . . 
~.· the magnetizations have been aligned W very strong 
\ I . 
interaction. Without Jnteraction, the transverse 
components would assume preferred values of 0 to 
• 







~· . . ---
. --. ----- -··- - -- . - --·~-~= .. - . -·-·-·-· -·· ------- --howev·er, pull the rnagnetiza tions out of their minimum 
internal energy directions. With moderate· interaction, 
the value of 0 for a particle is largely determined 
by the transverse compon·ent of the net .inter·action 
field of neighboring particles. The direction of 
that transverse component varies randomly from 
location to location, there being p6 preferred 
transverse direction. The resulting near-random 
distribution of Gunder interaction allows average 
crystallite energy to be. calculated by integrating 
• • • 
over all e as Pis held fixed. Then, Ea can be 
averaged in this manner: 




Henceforth, the use of brackets, ( ), .... around an 
expression will mean ~he average of that expression 
~ 














' .. ,,~- -. -, ............ ,~--------·-,..,.., .... ·----··-
----····-------- -·--·-·--·· - ··-·· -------- - -- "'·-·-- •, ------. 
' - . --,··· --·-···-··---·- --.:.~.--:.. .. '. ... -,-·----- ---·-·-:-"-··-:-r.···-····------· ·-··-·· ··-·---·----·- . 
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••• ,;-,..~-· 'r" , ................ ~~..,. ... _... .-......_....,....._,.. ...... '' 
The presence of a stress, CT, in a crystallite 
results in an additional anisotropy energy, EO"'give~3 
·, 
··-.-----·-------- -- ~-- - ----- ------------------------ ----~-------------·-- -------- - - --- -- - - ---·---· - -- --- --- -~----------------~--··--- ·----·---~~, -:-------,-~ 
' by: 
e, • 
where c,a,, /32, tB3) are direction cosines· of the stress 
and A100 and ~ 111 are the magnetostriction constants 
_/ for the cube edge and diagonal directions, respectively, 
.. : .;· --------- .. -- - -~- -~---- ---- - - Stre~s <Tmay be of either sign to represent compression 
or tension. 
! 
. ·. i 
The average stress induced energy is 
2.1r 
(Ecr) = i-rr Ecr d8 • 
(Then, since 
., - -: 
~ ,.--- ---.. •• -.-..-.. - •""'"' -·--- • •• ··•·•·-- -- r 
·• 
ex~ressions for (Ea) and (E~) will be derived separately. 
··----·.·. · -~-~-- -These average internal energies and the applied field. 
energy will then be combined to solve f~r the static 
M--H curves. I. 
,.--\ 
. ~-
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AVERAGE MAGNETOCSYSTALµINN A~ISOTROPY.ENERGY 
In order to fin4 · the av_era.ge magnetocrystallin,e 
( ) . .,; 
1 anisotropy energy Ea , 1the direction_c~s~e-~ ~! ~1s __ ~re ___ ~_,__·-'-:r::~_:. _· _______ _ 
--~-------f-------·--·----··--···-·-··· ... .. . . . ······----······ ···-·····--····-- - - - - . 
-· 
··-·-··- ~ ······--·-- --,······-··-. 
' r-
,·. 
. -r.- ·, 







t .... '. 
tO be expressed in terms of the Ha direction and the 
~' 
'· 
_.._~ • . )au, • >--- ,. direction of Ms relative to Ha. In fig. 1, M
8 
and Ha 
are pictured relative to the [100] crystai lattice' cube 
·edge direction •. The point O is the origin and intersection 
-I 
---· >=r of M, Ha and the [).oo] direction. Points O and A a.re the 
.... 
ends of a unit vector in the M8 direction. ,Line AB is a 
>-
perpendicular _from A t·o the _Ha direction-~ -Line BC is 
perpendicular to Ha at B and intersects the [100] axis at c. 
As OBC is~ right triangle, 




einli~) - sin(sin-1 t,) ' 
J., 
00 = cosfef. 
o, 
By the law of cosines in AOAC: 
.. . 
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, - ·. - ; . ....... .. :·1· '" - , r.· ~ .. , _· .. --··- ----_.··i , . 1' ' ,· ' ... '---~ --····-·---~-· ....... _, __ ... ___ ,_,,.. •. ____ "'"-'"'"". 
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. By the pythagorean theorem for 60BC: 
1 , > I 
' . 
. . ' •- I -
.Bo2 = oc2 2-1 -· - cos P.:' "• ... , .. 
Substituting < 3 > : . 
---~ . - -------·--····· .... , .. 
(5) . ----~ ~-· -Bc2 
1 
r;: 1 .- g, cosP • 
)( 1 
_ --~1 the law of cosines in AABC, 
(6) 
------L·---------~--- ~-------- ----·-· --- - -----·-·- - -- - - . 
Substituting< 3) into C4> produces 
, 
,;..J 
---- -----··----------- - - - -----·· -
1 cos
2 
,.{ 0( 1 
:.•, 
( 7) -~--.' 2 AC = + e - 2 cosp, tf t, 
while (5) and C6) .yield 
• 
( 8.) - . AC2 
'! ·, \. ',· 
' . 
. . ... 
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Similarly, by constructions made to the. ~l~ and 




---·---·---·-·--·------------· ·(9b_l. __ --·--·-~,4-= _'t,_cc,si + (l -~}! eingfc_oa92-~~ 
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The angles 01, 02 and Q3 all impart the same in-·' 
9' formation about the direction of M8 , although t~ey do 
differ by c·onstant amounts, since each is measured from.1 a 
F different reference -direction. Thus (E8) can be obtained t by averaging Ea ,over ~~l 01' all e2 or a~l e3• l==:--=:-:-.~:- . ~:=~~:.-:-::_ -~ :· --:. . ~- --- . ·_ . -1 . 
' l ---------- . ___ _._, ·-- . - -·. - ..... 
(10) 
-where 8 may be either e1 , e2 or e3• Whichever one is 
chosen, the constant differences would normally have to 
r be found and the o~her two e angles written_in terms of 








. -- . . .. -- . . . -~ -·· -·· . ... .· .. -----· ---
. - ....._ --~-- ·- -·- --·--
. 
' 
.~ - - - - - - - . - - ----
- - -- _____ .. -- .. -
••• obtained when C 9) is substituted into C 1 > • At this point, 
1, -- . --/-,- .. - - ·-·· 
however, the derivation of the constant differences can 
--... 
-, 
be· avoided by putting < 1 > in a form with tX1, (XJ and 0<3 
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· From the definition ot direction cosines 
f r I 
• 
• 
, .•. .. ·- - ..... - . - -- .. - - . . 
Squaring.both sides and rearranging yields 
I 
.. 
---- - -----·-- - ---·---- -------
by which (1> becomes· 
( 12.) 
.. 
--···- - - ------ - ------------ ----- -~ ------- ------
-----··- -- ·········---- ·-- --- - - ··- -- .... .,.. .. - ' -







(E,J = ~· - :~ L ' ' ( 13) 
:-···· ---·---- ,. 
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where 
·. 
-r-. - ..:.. 
a . 2. l.. 
E · = 4 X- ( 1 - O· )~coa3,fsin,f _ 
-~----i---------·-------------.I.---------------------------L·--···---------------·-··- ----- ·-----~--
' . ~ 
-~ . 
Performing the integration, 
'. ' . '" 
,, ·:: • :-i--· 
I, ' 
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0(. i d81 = 21l{D1 
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l Equation (11) now becomes: 
. - .- - . ·--- ··---- .. 
. . . 
t =1 
Upon.substituting the expressions for D1 , F1 and 
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(Ea). = . 21 - 21 <~i + '6'~ + ij)cos4,-' 
' 
· which, from the same property of direction cosines that is 
expressed by c115 , can be written: 
-
., 
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:S, multiple angle trigo·nometric identities (15) can be re-. 
, ... _, ·' 
written as: 
' - - - --------- -· -----·-------~··--·----- - - . 
-- - -•·----- -------· - --- -- ··, -
, . 
- - -·- . .: ... ---- : ..... ~ .~ ..... -- ... --·~--·-r--·- _ _.. ________ -- -----·-··--··-· 
' 
.. 
· where C0 consists of ~hose terms that do not depend on p. 
Average magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is 
given in (16) as a function of the angle j b~tween M .. 
• - - -- . - -· -------··. -.-- -·. - -





- - ,I ., •• 
.. --- parameter ~' which was · defined in terms of the direction 
. -
cosines of Ha to be 
The_n, aince 
it is seen that 
• 
or, 
v. 2v2 v 2 2 · v2y2 
= 0102 + 0-203 + 0301 
\. 
0-<~ < 1 
. -~-3 
,• 
.- i $ ( 1 - 5e) -~ 1 
• 
' '/.· 
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Thus, the strength and sign of the P ~epen,dence,. of (Ea),, 
I is determined by the orientation of the crysta1··. lattice 
I .. 
. ~ - - - .. 
----·--------·--·- ··-- - --
. - . ----- -----·---
--~---~----------------AVERAGE STRESS INDUCED--ENERGY .. "" ..... : .. ---·· __ , --~·-:··-·----,--.--:·----~-a,,--·-·····-:-----·-··-· ·-· -
The inverse magnetostriction effect energy, 
given by <2>, is now to be averaged to .obtain an ex-
pression for (Eu-) similar to that already derived for 
• 
Consider the crysta~lite acted( upon by a fixed 
___ ..!,._ - . -· - • --- - -
' 
--~-------
~-·:_ 0 and uniform stress. For such, the direction cosines)~, - ·~---------------• 
~-
,81 and /93 are constants of the crystallite orientation, 
and (EO") can be obtained by substituting ( 9) into C 2 > 
and averaging over all e •. 
The variables (X\, O(;t and t.X3 are already separated· 
in 1;he term of < 2) containing A:t_00 • Hence, that term 
,{, 
can be averaged, in ignorance of the differences be-
• tween Q1, Q2 and e3, in a manner similar to that used 
for (Ea) , · with the result: 
' 
.. ,·· 




.. =-0 9~00rr(ra:ot +f};, t; + f3iit- .!)cos (2/,) + C1 
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l . where C1 contains those terms that do not depend upo .. n • 
,. 
To "average the Ai 11 term of ( 2) it is necessary ,. 
,. .... 
···-·--------------------- ·- --~---· ~------ ~-~_, __ derive the difference angles 88 and ab, r .. •" 
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------ ____ :,.,. __ . --- ·-- . . 
______ -------------~-------To find 88 , consider .fig. 2, which shows H; and the [100] 
---------·------------~nd [010] directions •. 0I'igin O and point b mark the' 
-- ... ~ 
·• •• • j 
·• 
., 
• ends of a unit vector in the direction of Ha. Lines 
' ~ be and bd a~e both perpendicular to H8 at band pass 
through the [100] ~ and [010] directions at c and d 
respectively. From triangle ocd:· 
•. -
, .. -· 
// 
-.---cd2 1 . + 1 
= ~ 2 
~1 . ~2· 
• 
From ·triangle·obc: 
2 r 1 
be ~ -~ - 1" 
and 0 from triangle obd:. 
r- -
,· 
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Then1 -fro~ the law of cosines in tri&.ngle bed: , 
' . ·.,- . 




· ...... -------. -l,..__·_.._ ___ . _____ ~-~-·--·· 
---------~-whi_c~ simplifies _to: 
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• ( 19a) 
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Designating the )\11°1 term in < 2 > by . ' I 
' 
• 
,......... ..................................................................................................................................................................... ~~ ........................ ~I. 
C 20) 
I 
it remains to find {e):, • 
,:tr 
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---- ·- - ------.--. --- --~--- -.--- . 
. , .. (e) = 'i;;: e d81 • 
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\, cos8 1cose2 d81 • 
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oose1coa82 d0 1 = 11'cos0a. 
·o 
Then, "from C1sa > and C 23 > , C 2 2) becomes 
.. 
.. 
;Jr ' " >- -
Ai,82 <XfX2 d81 · = 21r482t13'2cos2,! -11'/'~46'1~2sin2P ' 
------------·- -------
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Similarly, 
. . ., 
" 
(24b) 
Substi tu.ting C 24 > into C 21;) and simplifying : ~ I 
" Cf"'"': (2~) 
.. 
~ 
I---:,----~~--..----------.__ _ __._ _ ... ________________ __. 
• 
w~ere c2 is independent of /J. Combining C 17) and < 25 > ,: 
(26) · 








where c, = C 1 + . c2 . 
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The information imparted by the direction 
,, 
cosines /31, (32 and ;93 , o~ th8 stress axis can be express- . 
ed by two independent variables 'P and /, similar to Q ·· ---~~-~--
and p which replaced 0(1 , 0(2 an« 0(-z.. . The figure be~~!-~--· 
--~.............,.. --·--··-~---·-·'-·---··-"·-·--~---..... -···-~----.-·-··---------.-----·-""·----··--·-··-------· -·---~---·-···--··--···--···-----·--····-······-·····--·-·-----4' .... __ " ________ ., ___ ~----~----------------·--··---·---·---.--···-- __ ....,........_. ___ ~~ 
--· -· .. ·:: , ........ 
.. .• ·. 
.. 
"--
· . shows 'f and i, by which B, a unit vector in the -stress 
- ... direction, is located with respect to H
8
• 
- ~ In a toroidal magnetic core, Ha is . usually in.· 
the circumferential direction. In that case JV is· the· 
., 
angle between the stress 
axis and the circum-
ferential direction. 
- - --- - --- -- . - ·:-----:-: : -, . ;-::--- . . . . . . 
In a poly-
crystalline sample 
of arbitrary shape, 
it is reasonable to 
,/ 
,-, 
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...._~------'----.ex:pect ___ that_ the fixed __________ _ \ I 
----------------------\--\-.:--1 --::.:....:......~~-c:._;_.• .' '-----'--' ------'"'------"·~· . ------1 
stresses caused by. 
temperature chinges, 
shrinkage, ambient 




processes, would. be 
' 
• . I 
.-' [IOQ) 
.. 
distributed in a .. manner-partly determined by the shape 
of that sample •. For the geometry of a toroid, with 
, . 
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~·' ,, ' 
its local symmetry about the circumfer~ntial direction, 
s~ress.es might tend to be concentrated in the circum-
' 
.~~~~~-~~er~ntial direction or they might -not; it is unlikely~ 
.that stresses would appear with a f distribution that 
--- ~-- . ' reflects a uni·f-orm ___ tien's'itY of-st-ress directions. Unlike 
·- -· .--....,----,--·· - ....... - --· . P, all values . of 7 are equallY likely;. This conclusion 
.., 
.. ..; ( 
\ 
. 
arises from symmetry about the circumferential direction 
of a toroid and the resulting lack of a preferred 
direction, and from the relative independence of macro-· 
scopic stress directions and the orientations of in-
dividual crystallites • 
' 
.,,, . 
when ~ 1 , (32 and A are replaced by expressions· 
similar to 
.81 = 01cos1f + ( 1 - ~~)isinfcos,1 
' 
( 27) ;32 = '{{2cos"f + ( 1 - ~~)isinfcos72 
' 
----
------------!33 = '63cos'f + ( 1 - 05)tsin'%osJ3 
' • 
and (26) is averaged over all' to obtain <Eo-), 1 t 
·, develops that 
' 
. (Eu-) ~ - 9fl,1g0 c ( 1 - _,2-e)cos2f + es1n2f) ·- A~oo 
. . 
+ 3)\1 ~-1 (~c-~s·v- fsin2-y,?] cos2f + 03 , 
( 28) ~ 
• 
/ 
where i · v2V2 ~2'i2 . 'i2Y.'"' · · = 0102 + 02U3 + 030':j •. . I 
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For a given f, (26) is "'replaced by c2a> Which, in . 
' 
.. ------~ . . . .. ignorance of an exact value ·of·. J, has been made to - ·---------------
weight all/ equally. 
' 
. . . - . . 
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. From the results of the preceding sections, 
" 
. 
. the sum of the stress induced and II!agnetoprystallinet. 




anisotropy average energies of a crystallite, 
E' c,n = (Efl + (Eq-) ' 
can be written, (omitting the unimportant constant 
term), in the form: 
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n K 1<, - 5e = - 1 64 
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While all particles having the same r·at,io 
hive the same shape E'(i) contour, moving along 
lines of constant 1n changes the amplitude of E' (i). 
Figure 3 shows the shapes of the E'(') 
contours for different directions in the m,n. 
plane. Circles on contours for the 7/ = ± i- m 
., 
directions indicate points where ~E'(P) has 
double roots. With infinitesimal rotations in the 
'/Ii/I, plane, these critical points become maxima and 
minima of E'(,)• Since E'(i) is the energy equation 
in the absence of an applied field, fig. 3 gives 
some insight into the nature of the M-H curves 
of the particles in the different regions of the 
. . 
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f!l,1/. plane. For example, only grains with 7i'l and fl 
lying below the line n. ::: -im can have full remnance' 
- -----------
-~-
since they are the ones for wh~ch E'(P) has minima 
at i = O_. and at p = 1f • 
• 
l. • .r 
.>. 
. . 
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29 . .. 
With the term, including an applied field.Ha, the 
,-·-....,,,11 
·energy equation becomes: "' .:• . ' 
···----·----·······---···-~- - ...- . -~-·- ... ____ -·-·· - -- -- .. 
, 
. e---- - ··- • ·• -···- , . ., ·"·'···--·~··-'·"'-'---- '-·'-- ·- ·-----::.;::----==:..:::-.:::.,;;., __ - -_ --··-·-·,----..... . - - . -·· --- --- . -. ..... -- ,, ....... --·--·· .. - . - .. - - . . -- -- -- - - . - ··-·-··- ·--·· ' ·-- ·- ' .- - _- . -·- - - - - ;··::.. ~=~-:_,;=~~:::-.:.=:__~:~~:~:~.--.ft=--- :=------~=:::::::=====--:--..:..-_:_-=-----_::__::.--=-..:._·-_.:.·-=:=---=--=-:~·.::::-..: -------- ---·- -- --·----------------·- --- -· -- -- - • 
'l. ' ,. • •• 
-
__ · ______ -----·--------·--- ·-·----~ _ J»iinimizing the total energy E(¢), 
can be solved for i(H ) , which is equivalent to the 
----------- ________ , __ --- ------------- --- ---------- ---- - -- --- . a 
--_ ... -- .................. " ---"--- -y··--. :----- ··------------·---- --
• 
particle Is M-H curve, since magnetization in the applied 
field direction is given by 
·:. ,:.~~. - .-... -. · .. 
M = M COS9). s 
The derivative equation, 
can be written 
H = 21Jlsin(2&) + 4nsin(4!) • 
a M8 sin¢ 
-~ • .. : • .;- ·-= ........ •." - _- .. - ~. ·.:... •• t.,. - ·-. - ~- --- .... ~, - ... ._ ... - . '-. --.. -. - . · . .--.- - ---
,1, 
-· .. -·-------··-··-·--·-- -----
• •. 
• 
which, for constant 1l7ll, becomes: · .?'! .. ':. 
H _ 'Ill, 2sin(2!) + 4Csinl4P) 
a - M8 sin¢ , where 'n= Cm. 
For C~nstant n;,n, the value of Ha required for the same 
equilibrium angle 95 is directly proportional. to m. ·. ~ 
Thus, with one restriction, all M-H curves for particles 
along a line of constant 1l'Jll may be represented by one 
normalized curve and·a scale factor for the H axis that 




I:,".,,...._...-.-,•-,··-"!'·•"•--·•"••,-,-·~~.,~.--,---,~--------~-,~ -"--•-P·----·---~·•.-,-~~'·-·•- .---·--••• - • 
·-···--··-~ .. -~-.:-----~-~·~-.----• 





.. •· , . 
. 
,--. -._, 
m,n plane. That restriction limits all such particles 
with geometrically similar i1-H curves ,to point·s along 
the line of' constant % on one side of the origiri or · ·· ·· 
the other. This arises from the condition on the second. 
·-~__:- -~' ·-"--····•-• .-J.•~----,.,~-· ____ .. -·-----"-·--·----• . ., ... ,.-,.• ... - • •·• ·- • -••· ··• •" .. :."'·"-"• • ··-·· :"-··-·· ~-••,,..- .. ,.,.,,•-;-·•·~·-··- .-,·-,-~-, .. •,-,-."-......! • .., •..• •-·••'•' .: ........... , .. , ........... - ......... "·-.-,---....-.- .. ,- ••..•• _ _._ •• n •,.,..,,,.._ -., ..• , .. , _, .•,•-· •.• •.- -•, ... :...•.--,-.....-.-•---•~- ........ -. •-'· .• ~ ••...... ,. ..... " .•• - ..... .,,,,,_ ---·· • _,._ •• , ......... • ___ ,,. -, ....... ··-··'~ -~---··-·--·~---~ ........... _ ....... -_...__..._._ ..... ___ . _,.. .......... .i.' ,' 
-- ----- --~------derivative.:, which ensures an energy minimum. Figure 3 
,i,. shows that .. although E'(J) haS the same shape along both· 
- . - ---
~ ----------- -----
--.J..-..-.----·-·--···· - _ ..... --· ·-- ... --···- ... . .. ····-··. - ·- ··-" ... ·····----·--· ·--·-- ·--- ··---···--···· .. --·---·•""'- -·-··-····-~-.. ···········-··-- ._. ............ --~-·--·-- ...... - ... ·-·--···-.. -·· -·--· - - .. -
\ 
---·-·--··- .... ,-............ _ .. - ... -... - ...... ----------···-·-- •.... - -
-s-i-des···-·cif a line passing through the origin, its amplitude 
changes sign there. Maxima become minima there, and a 
---' ~. -- - different set of' bEcp) • s roots becom~ relevant. Hence 
points alodg~~y line radial from the origin in them,n 
plane represent particles with the same shape .M-H curves. 
For such curves, the H axis. scale factor, {and thus any 
critically defined value of Ha such as the coercive 
force), is prop~rtional to the distance al6ng that radial 
line from the origin. 




-~he region in the m,n p·lane where the M-H curves 
• ·, •. -- .. - - ...... -.. .;,...-...: .... .;_...;:-.... 1,.:,~sl,l.;. :: ..... . ~.;::..-.... .. :._ .. ;_,_ •. --,-- . 
are rectangular hysteresis loops, commonly referred to 
" 
\ 
as "square loops", will be determined first. Particles 
with square loops are necessarily among those with 
energy minima at P = 0 and i =1i when Ha = O. As seen 
. 





Starting with i = O, Ha is increased from zero unt~l 
. . 
the total energy minimum at I= 0 just disappears. 
"'f 






- ,-·--- -·-···-----·-·-·· . ---. - ' . . 
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- ' . . . - -- ... --~- ... -'· -- -·· ... :, .. ,. 
. .. 
' .. , 
.. 
·."' - - .·.,. 
_..-
,.. -·- ' .,....,.,, -· ·-· ~ ... -.-.. -.~~-----._ ....... ___ , - . ( . 
-----
.... -··-··- -· - ------· ' - . 
'.·.:1 .• ,·' .·,.;._ ·• •• •. ·.',. • 
.lj> 
. \ 
.. ... ! 
:t . 
At that point:· ... . .... 
,..... 
'II I. • ~ 
.. ' ~ . 
.. 
""·;·'-··~-·--.-,o..· ~ - - -·· .. ···,--~------------... -------·. ··- ~ - ~-
• 
[. 
-- . ' :.i. 
' . 
·,· .. d2 . 
-----------·--·---·-···· --···--··- - ----·· .. -···-·-·---.. ····-···-···-·.-··-·-··- ,-.. ··-- -
~E(") = M R - 4m - 16n = 0 
------ u.,u.. .,, - ~=O a a 
. . . 
.. 
Thus the field .that starts the magnetization m~ving 
from t = 0 is_: 
" 
. ( 31} nl -n1 -
. 
For full switching to i = 11' when Ha= H;, ~E(~) must 
not be positive anywhere from i = 0 to~= 1l". That is, 
h-E(sl) = (4m + 167Z)sinP - 27llsin(2i) - 4nsin(4i) $ O, 
which may be written: 
. -- . -
._.-; 
.=-
(41/l + 161Z)sing{ tJ'lllsinicosi - . 4nsin,s'(Bcos3,s' - 4cos,s') $. 0, 
. 
or, 
sinP [C-4cos,s' + 4)7/l + C"":"32cos3!6' + 16cost6' + 16)n] ~ o 
.. for O ~ ,/ ~ 1l. 
. ~-
As sin, is non-negative over the interval, the condition 
- ... 
--- --- -- - --- ....... - -- ··---. 
,.. 
··--···---·---·--- '-·----- - - . -











. ' l 
I 
! 
- . . -- . ~ 
I 
.. 
'. 1 '":'l'r 
f 32 
. ' 
~ · for square loops be~·omes: 
·< 32) (- 4cos¢' + 4)7!l + (.;. 32cos\O + 16co;¢' + 16)n S o 
<-1<,n . ·. 
· .. ,.for ...... 0 ... -~-·-JCI·- !11-__ ·-·-··~-- .............. ,. ... ·.-·--------·-···-·-----------~----·--------··---· .. ·---· 
......... - - - ··- - ·- . .. ··- . 
'" ----------·--···- ------·-·-·- ,..s. ~-'--- - ---· 
1-------''-----__;__ _ ........_..,....._ca._the~COef:f'icien'ts'~:CPZand n in (J.2-) .. 8,?"e J>-OS-iti~..........------= .. ,___-• 
or zero, for the third quadrant, CfL<·o $ill< 0), the 
inequality is s~tisfied; a11· third quadrant grains hay~_. ___ ··-····-···----···-- _ 
square loops. 
I 
To find the limits of the square loop region,.'. in 
·· the second and fourth quadrants, consider the quotient 
of the coefficients: 
(- 32cos3p + 16cos! + 16~ _ 2 (- 4006¢ + 4) - 8cos ¢' + 8cos¢' + 4. 
The quotient is minimum 
when 
/ . . . . . . . 
./ 
. ---·-- ------------- --- -~--- ----- ~ 16cos is in, -as inp = 0, 
when cos,5 = -i. 
~/ 
- ·-·- • -- - • -- - a_ .... ~- - .... ·-·.--- ,--~ 
-
In the fourth 
• 
quadrant' where m, ~ o· 
and n < 0, the inequality 
w;11 be satisfied up to 
some value of 'fflJn. 
Then at¢'= coa-1!, 
·, 














- coefficients of' m and Tl is. minimum' the expression will 
.I 
begin to go pos.i tive, violating the inequality. 
When cospf = -i, (32) becomes: 
·'' 
•. -•, • .. --.·•·- • , .. _ ..... ,-.,,-- •• -•-, •.••.• I. • .•• -- .. - -- ...... ......... -.. ---··--·--·--. --,-·------·- ·--·----- _______ , ........... , _____ ·-- _ _.. ____ .., __ 
. . - ... ·-----· ·- -···-···•& • - , __ ... _ ............. _______ ···-·--~j ............ -. - --· ·-·-- -----,,s--. -· . - ••• ··-· • • •• .• • .. .... ••• & • -·. --·· -· -- -- •••• & • 
-- -· 
·- .. ---- --~----------- -~ - ·------·------- -- -----
-~ -------~--- -
f 
----------~-'---,_--'-------r---__ -___ -. ____ - ____ -___ ....... - .. _ ..... - .. _ - --- --- -- < 6 >m + < 12 )77 -s; o. 
- - - -- ... ----- --- . --· ···- .. ---- ·--------------· -- -·---·---·- --
I 
<'.I 
_______ ,----,.,___---... I-'P'lnr-the ·f ourth-qtra:clrarrt-~----~tfq1fa·re----·ro Ops· oc C ur _____ ce-·1 o"w'' 't'he 
line n = - tm. 
., 
-·-·•-•"" .... -----.- ·--··-~--·- .. ·---·· ;...·-~---. - ---------~·····---·- .... ··- .. Although (- 32cos3i + 16cosi + 16) ~d 
; .. 
(- 4oosp + 4) are both zero at t = o, their quotient is 
not; 
Bcos~P + 8cosi + 4 
is maximum there., If inequality C 32) is violated at all 
in the second quadrant, where 1}1_< 0 and n>o, it is 
violated at i = 0 where the positive term is most 
heavily weighted. Then as j1l;711j is increased from zero· 




·---·-... -,---------------~·be' violated, that violation will be for i ~ O. 
··-· 




m + 2011 so. ' 
In the second quadrant, square loops exist below the line 
, 
. ··,. . 
'.' 
~ ,' 
m n =-2C>· 
The entire square loop region is indicated in fig. 4. 
... 
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' I L' 
' ......... 
•-..· 
Increasing~· beyond ir5 in the secOJ'ld qU:adrant 
of the m,n plane introduce a new typ·e of~ hysteresis 
"' 
I .. 
,.' p . , 
c loop. There, the 
· ---~-:·-·-----~-----:·--application of H' 
/:· ~- -- . ~ 
. ' 1 
-·· ----·- . does not switch the . ' . 
-----~---~- --- . ------·-··--· ------- -- -· ---------- --- . --- -... . .;-.. -.::·:·;... -.-.. : .... ..:..·-~_;, .. :.:..-.;.~.:;.:·;~-:::.: .. .:.·:·;;.;.·.:.:;,_· ., .. · . ...:.: _;_ : ~- ------ :;...· ··- ·,.:-_;_; __ .,;;·~ :.:..-~---·- ~--,.;_;.;;;;.~. =- ·- . ····~ ·- _".L_ ·- - __ ----·.- ·---~--- - -·-- ~--- ---~--. --· - ' ----. --· _., .••... -·".--------·-·--,--~--------~----· ----. . . . . ' --
.. :. : 
magnetic moment t~-

















· · ---··-··- ------- ----·- · ····· ··· · · been shown that the· . - - ... ···-, ·-i,:· ' ••. ·- .,-_. .• _ ... -·· -·· .. ·•·-··- ........ - .. ... ...... . 
= ===~==-----· ·' 
............. ---·-·-··-·-----· ...... -----·-·· -----------·--·--·-·-··----·- ' ................... ; ...... ________ , ....... ·'·- .. --~-~~---·--·-----,. , -·-- -...J-- --- -- ----~-. - -·-··----··- .. ···------ ---- .. - . --.-----·--··-::;:·-··---:---:··--;:;:.....-==-,:'·- .. ~---·-·-·--·------------ -
derivative of energy ) ' ) 
is not negative .in 
the neighborhood of 
... 
'·= 0. Hl is· still 
the field at which the 
magnetization begins 
to move away from 
saturation, but 






occur until the apptied field is increased in magnitude 
to jH2l· An example of this type of loop, which will be 
called "type II", is shown above. 
I 
·. If a value o:f Ha between H1 and H2_, is applied and 
removed the magnetization will return t.o the M-intercept. 
,... Thus the portion of the loop between Hi and H2 is called 





.!... . ... .. ,- --· ---------
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' Al~~, the rev.ersible curves the magn~tization 
' J 
. is· a_:t: sfable equilibrium. There -
., 
• 
). ; :' ... 
• i. I • 
}"':'•--•,u•U-.--.. ·: .-·-.-••-e-,-'·e....;.•--' -.: ,:::--=-=.=."'."--~: ... :.(~ .~., .. - --~ ; 
472sin( 4,$) _ = 0, 
l . 
-- - ---~ - - -- .---~---~---~· ··-- ·• .. -
, . ....!···'"' 
t 
___ ,.-;:.-::::~_-.;.-::;-_:;:.--~~--,=.-- -..=:;; _____ • -----~-·-~------.. ~·---_ --"--~--.... ----- ------::-· -~ --~---- ______ ,_:;. ____________ --.:..:- ... -
----------- ------ -------------------------------------------------0-r----··----·-- ------
- - ---- - ·----· -- _____ _;:;_---;:-.- ~ ___ ==-;--;,.-::;; ~---
___ ·, ____ c;.o,·=-----------~;~~c~:;~-~-:-{47ll _ 161l)cosB - 327'lcos3J] ·= o. •" ., i ~ ' ,.;..~.::~" ,.-,w ---.-·- ..---•.-e•·•,~,_..,~-..,.. 
----. --- ~ a 
s·1nce the fixed roots at I _= O and p = ~ can not produce· 
.. . 





is the expression for the reversible por~ions of the 
M-H curves. 
At Ha= H2 and M = M2, the energy minimum the 
magnetization has been following disappears and the 
cubic has a double root. Consequently, the\·derivative 





( M' )2 . -(41n - 16n) - 96 f- ·= o , 
·S . 
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• .:. ____ ·-- -· - ;--- = ' -
-~ - --__ --=-:: .:·.-::.... - ----: :· - - -,,:=..-:.: ::-:. --· ~ 
... _ . -
- .. ---------- --------------·-----·- ---·-·-· --As indicated by fig. 4 , type II curves are defined 
- ----- in the region bounded by the line n ,= - qJ in the second 
·· - ~-~-~~qUaarazrt ana oy~tne.,T·rne. n· =. rlj:.· ·.:i..zithe f~~1; ·quaa.rant. .. -
The sign of H1 changes at n = - tp. Clock~ise rotation 
in the type II region extends the reversible curves and 
_____ --- -decreases the hysteresis loop until at n = 1/1 :both H; ··a.ndL . ~--.- ... 
-~ 
.. 
' M2 have gone 1 to zero and M(H) is single valued _and com-
a 
pletely reversible. ,. 
Compl~tely reversible curves occupy the wedge 
between n= t{1 in the first quadrant and rl= --~ in the 
fourth. These type III curves exhibit no switching 
because 
is non-negative in the wedge, and because there is no 
'I 
stronger field, H2 , at which switching can occur. Between 
n = ' ·and the m axis H2 is iml'l.ginary. Although H2 is 
real between the 1n axis and rz = - i in the fourth 
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1. 
Immediately below '!/. ~ - .YJ. in th~ fourth quadrant 
· '( lf~I is less than M8 and 
_,/ ___ _ 
. ---·-··- -- ---------
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- -·-·---- --.-- .. ;.:,.-. - -- .... - - - --· -- .. 
.. 
I 
and H2 are not generally equal, switch twice. 
A type IV curve 
-.. - _____ ,, _______ .. ----------------------·----- ·--------·----"·--- M: M5cos.S6 
not far removed from the 
reversible curves is 
shown at right. 
Travelling clockwise 
through the type IV 
region, H{ changes sign 
. at n = - 1F . Then H ~ 
I and H2 are of-the same 
sign and merge to the 
same magnitude at 
n = ._ ~' which is the 
fourth quadrant l.imit :. of 
C' 
. . 
t~e s.quare. loops region. 










the condition for square loops was just violated as H1 
was able to switch the angle of magnetization no farther 
,,/ -1 .1. than p = cos -~· 
) 
.. ~ ; . "·. 
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The value of M on the reversible· curve when -
... . . . I . 
- t 




........ ---· --- . . -
'' 
the observation that the switching initi~ted by the 
. . 
. 
. ' . ' ' application of H1 comes to a halt at M1 = M8 cosP1 if 
t . 
·' 
_ ........ ··- ....... - .... ·------·-----------·--·------ .----.. . -
. . -
' 
---------------------------------------------·- -- . ---- -- --- ----------- ... ------------ . - . ---- - . . --d ----- --- . ---·------------------------- --- ---- ---- -- -- -- -----------------------·:---~------···------------- .. - - --------- ------- ··----------······· --------------------------- ----- -- -




.... When ~ , ·41/l + · 16n-Ha = H 1 = - M · ' · 
. a 












8cos2P; + 8cos/t~ + (4. + ~) · = o. 
-~·-• . .:. 
·:.· 
M; , -8 ± [ 64 - 32 (4 + W>] i 
Ms= cosP1 = ---------1~6------------
Taking the positive root to satisfy the condition that 
' n m ' M1 = O·when = - T' M1·is given by: · !: 
I 
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While the ~ign of the ~pplied'field term in the 
I . 
. '[ ~ 
~nergy equ~rti~.n was. chosen such that Ha ia considered 
negative .y,hen directed to e.ffect switching away from 
, =· 0 ~oward i =~, it is more ctinvenient to speak of 
positive applied fi~lds • Ta.king advantage of the odd_ 
40 
.,.. !.( . . 
~ . 
- ., .. ··-·----~~---···· --·---·-· ·-····-·· .. ·-------·---- _. ----·---··-·-·······-- ····--·· :_ 
-----~-- ·---------.-------· ------,-- -· -- ·symme tj-y ···or·· the·· M-.;.,.H -- curves·,·- hence-forth·- -the -~values of- -·------ ""c~-."-·-----------------·=-~ ----· 
Man~ Ha previously cal~ulated will, in effect, be used 
with signs reversed. Thus 
•. "'·"•) 
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·1 I • 
' ' l I~ • 
(37a) 
' . i 
which is the field that initiates motion of the magnetic 
moment away from its saturation at i = O, is obtained 




r -~ ( 37b) 
~1 - Ms i - i [- if - ~i -
·1-
1 ''. . - V 
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Selected M-H curves, corresponding to directions 
I 
I ' indicated in fig. 
. 
s , are plotted in fig. 6. 
I 















~ .; ' ,'' 
i. 
, 
of the above four expi:ess~q,ns, b' 
.. 
) ' 
V\thich will used 
.. 
.discussing the M-H curves· from this point onward. 
.. 
. . __ ,, -- - -- -
- - - -- '' - - - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUS.IONS 
T~e macroscopic magnetization observed in 
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- , contributions of the individual cfystallites. The 
M7H loop of the core thus depends upon the 
' ' 








plane •. For randomly oriented particles, the in,n .plane 
,:j 
distribution can be controlled by varying ~tresses and 
by choice of material constants. 
' . - - . . - . = 
Insight into how the M-H curves vary with.Jn 
and n can be obtained by ~apping values of such quantities 
as remanence and switching thresholds in the m,n plane. 
f 
From (37a) it is seen t~at lines of constant H1 all have 
d'!l the slope d7n = - :f • The:ll, as seen in fig. 7, the 
rate of change of H1 is maximum when ~~. = 4. 
Equation (37c) can be rea~ranged to obtain:· 
• 
:from which lines of constant_ H2 have been plotted ·
11n 




results i~ saturation, H8 , is H2 irt some regions of . 
the m ,'fl plane and is ff1 or - H1 
4' 
in others •. · Figure 9 . 
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Figure 6 shows that MR.= ~sin parts of the type II and 
. "' 
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of MR in the1 ({l,ll plane ------------· 
• 
-·-··- I - - -• • 
. 
'l 
- -- r ::::-:-· 
I 
•. 
. . . 
The variation is shown by fig. 10. 
The.M-H curves of individual crystallites have been 
calculated from the average internal crystallite energi~s, 
.. under the assumption of modera_te" interaction. ___ Thus_, 
------·------~-·~--~--
·- - - -----· _· __ :. ~-'\--~ 
advantage has been taken of one· of the effects of interac-
. tion, but the interaction itself has not been included at \ 
this point. When the- over-all M-H curves for populations 
~f r~domly oriented particles are calculated from the 
individual curves, without considering the primary effects 
of interaction, the calculated curves for.all re~sonable 
~ 
stress distributions lack the squareness found in the loops 
~ 
of the best cores. 
. I Therefore, interaction will need be included in any· 
--------------·~---... ··-
-··-··- ·-·--·-·-·-·----~ 
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